My Partner, My Enemy: An Unflinching View Of Domestic Violence And New Ways To Protect Victims
The problem of domestic violence and partner abuse knows no bounds, can affect anyone, and when kept silent and in the dark can become deadly. Hon. John Leventhal presided over the Brooklyn Felony Domestic Violence Court, the first felony domestic violence part in the nation, since it opened in June 1996 until he was elevated to the appellate court January 2008. While domestic violence has greater social and legal visibility today then it did in the past, the problem still remains a massive and ongoing crisis. My Partner, My Enemy brings truth and reality to a matter that desperately needs to be addressed. So how do we help reduce and eliminate intimate partner abuse, especially when the public knows so little and much goes unreported? By exploring the severity of the problem through true case studies of violent and abusive men, and their motivations, Leventhal successfully brings to light the problem and ways to help.
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Customer Reviews

John Leventhal’s book is nothing more than a propaganda piece for the domestic violence industry. Yes, that’s right. It’s an industry, where huge amounts of monies are made from unsuspecting defendant’s who are goaded into domestic violence by their partners, who are just as violent, and then are falsely accused of violating restraining orders on an anonymous or fraudulent phone call to police. And, let’s not forget about the Federal funding, from the unconstitutionally sounding "Violence Against Women Act" (VAWA) involved in giving the States the financial incentive to prosecute domestic violence--whether true or false cases. The book is a case study on how the
system violates the rights of the male defendant, who may have done nothing more than talked about the children to the other spouse; and most male defendants are not given information on what to do when hit with a domestic violence restraining order. The book leaves out an important part about domestic violence being a 2-way street. Scholarly and academic studies show that almost one-half of domestic violence victims are men. But, they get no help from the courts, domestic violence programs, or any gov’t funding to set up shelters. It’s a one-sided law being used to perpetrate the stealing of money from taxpayers and unsuspecting litigants who are subjected to the unlawful tactic of a false and/or fraudulent domestic violence allegation by usually the female party, in order to obtain unlawful advantage in divorce, child custody, and financial matters in divorce or relational matters. What the judge left out is the fact that it costs taxpayers over $25 BILLION per year in funding the state prosecution of false and fraudulent domestic violence matters.
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